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In English
Title on the front page: Looking for a cure against ageing.

Bjoern Olaisen (20) is working really hard to eliminate ageing diseases such as cancer and 

dementia.

Article:

Bjoern (20) works 70 hours a week to become 150 years old.

Bjoern Olaisen from Haugesund is passionate about ageing research. He is working really hard 

to eliminate ageing diseases such as cancer, dementia and cardiovascular diseases.

Picture: Evandro Fei Fang, leader of the lab, is an important mentor for Bjoern.

Bjoern Olaisen is probably not like most other 20-year-olds. Young students at this age are 

usually a bit insecure about what they want to do with their future, and very few are so dedicated 

and passionate about their studies that they spend nearly all their spare time to keep digging 

deeper in their field.

However, Bjoern Olaisen does exactly this. He has decided to go “all in” and spends enormous 

amounts of time on ageing research - around 60-70 hours per week – and is driven by a burning 

passion for his field.

He is studying molecular genetics at the prestigious university King´s College in London and this 

summer he has an internship in the acknowledged lab, Evandro Fang Lab in Oslo.

Here, he works with ageing research. In the long-term, the man from Haugesund dreams about 

cancer, dementia and cardiovascular diseases being cured, and after that, turning 150 years 

old.

Like most other children, the 20-year-old was very curious throughout the upbringing and asked 

many questions. One of the themes that interested him was death.

“When I was little, only a few years old, I was afraid to die. I was crying and my parents had no 

good answers to explain why we must die. Of course, I did not want to lose my grandparents, 

friends and more. That is actually how it all started because I was struggling with accepting that 

we all must die.”

This fear and fascination of death followed Bjoern further while he was growing up, and when he 

was 13 years old, he discovered the field of ageing research.

“When I was about 13-14 years old, I read an article by the American George Church. He was 

doing research to find a cure for ageing. He said that it does exist hope for those who are now 

old and are afraid of dying before ageing interventions come. The reason is that in a few years, 

there will come drugs that can extend lifespan.”

“I then thought of this as an opportunity, and that I had to investigate more. I started reading 

more about ageing research and discovered that it is a big field – there are thousands of 

researchers working to slow down ageing and cure diseases” he adds.

After this, Bjoern was completely sold, and he was completely sure that he wanted to spend his 

life trying to stop ageing.

“When I turned 15, I was completely sure that I wanted to become an ageing researcher, and I 

started working strategically towards it. I aimed to become a researcher and start a laboratory, 

and after that find an intervention that extends life and cures ageing diseases.

“The same year that he decided to be an ageing researcher, he sat down and wrote over a 

hundred emails to ageing researchers all around the world to figure out what education he 

should take to reach his dream. “It was a broad agreement among most of the researchers that I 

should go for a fundamental education in biology at a prestigious university. One of the 

researchers that gave me advice was George Church, the one who wrote the article that made 

me want to become an ageing researcher”, Olaisen explains.



In English
Picture: Exciting summer job. Bjoern Olaisen has a summer job in a laboratory in Oslo.

“After some research, I discovered that the best opportunities were in England and the USA. The US was 

far away and expensive, so I decided King´s College in London, because they are far ahead in medical 

research.”

In September 2020 Bjoern was on the plane to London.

Throughout the year he took courses including biochemistry, cell biology, neuroscience, physiology, and 

anatomy, with really good results.

After a while, Bjoern felt that he needed practical experience, and started looking for possibilities to get it.

“In the course of the year, I started thinking that I should get experience in a laboratory doing ageing 

research. Therefore, I started investigating different labs in Europe, and I discovered the Fang Lab in Oslo, 

a world-leading laboratory in ageing research and dementia. Then, I contacted the leader of the lab, 

Evandro Fei Fang, who offered me practical experience throughout the summer.

Bjoern is the only Norwegian working in the lab.

“In the laboratory, we are 10-15 people, with ten different nationalities. So, there is an extremely exciting 

international culture.

Among the colleagues, Bjoern has three mentors. One of these is the leader Evandro Fei Fang from Hong 

Kong. He is one of the world-leading ageing researchers, and he uses artificial intelligence to develop 

drugs. Fang thinks that he could find a cure for Alzheimer's disease in the future.

Olaisen is a curious person and asks very many questions to his more experienced colleagues throughout 

the day. This has been fun for his colleagues as they have been joking about it.

“I ask about many different things to everyone, so they are joking a bit about that. Sometimes, they give me 

30 minutes for “Bjoern´s question time”, in which I can ask all possible questions that I may have”, he says.

The advancing 20-year-old gets the opportunity to investigate much exciting in the Evandro Fang Lab.

“The first project in the lab is about the development of a drug that can extend lifespan, and make people 

live healthier in their last years of life, without ageing diseases. The second project is about understanding 

ageing processes, which means the mechanisms that make us age. If we can understand what makes us 

older, we can make drugs that halt this process, and if we can stop the process, we can probably also cure 

ageing diseases such as cancer, dementia and cardiovascular diseases.”

Bjoern has many different work tasks in the laboratory. Among other things, he does experiments with 

worms.

The reason that the laboratory does experiments with worms, is that they have a lifetime of only three 

weeks.

Therefore, Olaisen and his colleagues can easily and quickly see whether the worms live longer, not after 

the experiments.

Picture: International community: At work in the laboratory in Oslo. From the left: Evandro Fei Fang (Hong 

Kong), Heling Wang (China), Boerm Olaisen (Norway) and Sofie Lautrup (Denmark).

“I provide drugs to the worms, or change their genes a bit, and observe what happens. A lot of time is also 

spent thinking, planning and analysing the experiments. In addition, we write scientific articles, so if the 

projects are successful, I will be part of those. Such scientific articles is among other things very important 

for financing.”



In English

Olaisen has big plans for the future. He aims to do a Master and a PhD within the ageing field, also abroad 

(Not sure yet where I will do). After a while, the 20-year-old wants to start his own laboratory. But it is 

expensive.

“My goal is to do a PhD, and then make a considerate decision to find the best place. Something that is very 

important in that evaluation is financing. My Bachelor-degree alone costs one million NOK, so I hope that I 

can find stipends or other ways of financing a Master degree and a PhD.”

But the most difficult goal of them all is probably to celebrate 150 years in the year of 2151.

“I believe that we at one point in the future can reach a point where we can stop ageing, and live unlimited. 

But my goal is to become 150 years. However, among all this, the most important thing is that older people 

can get the chance to live their last years with good physical and mental health. This is the main goal I am 

working towards.”

Now, the man from Haugesund has also got an opportunity at a laboratory in England this autumn, which he 

looks forward to.

“In the Evandro Fang Lab, we collaborate with researchers and laboratories from many different countries. 

One of the ones we are in contact with is a researcher from King´s College, where I am studying. He has 

invited me to work at his laboratory, next to my studies, in the autumn.”

Picture: Under the microscope: “The worms we use are C. elegans. It is only 1 mm, but it has many 

similarities with humans”, Bjoern Olaisen explains.

There is a big international development in ageing research, and there are many private people investing in 

the field.

“Internationally, many people have discovered ageing research. Many private people understand that it is 

possible to develop interventions that extend lifespan. Therefore, many private people, companies and 

entrepreneurs invest huge amounts in this research.”

The student thinks that more money should be invested in ageing research.

“It does not seem that people in Norway have realised how big the development is in the ageing field and 

that it already exist drugs that are being developed against ageing. I think it should be a bigger focus on this 

in Norway, especially thinking of the big wave of elderly that is coming”, he thinks.

“This will benefit the whole population. It is also smart regarding the societal economy because if we can 

cure or limit ageing disease, the welfare state will save a lot of money.”

The laboratory he is working in is mainly getting support from public sources.

“Currently, the fang laboratory does not get much support from private people but is getting heavy financing 

from public sources. Among those financing are Forskningsrådet, Helse Sør-Øst, Ahus sykehus, Civitan, 

and Kreftforeningen.

Bjoern Olaisen and Evandro Fei Fang have good advice to people that want to do whatever they can to 

avoid ageing diseases.

“The best advice Evandro and I can give is to have a good social network, including family, have a good 

mood, exercise frequently, have a healthy diet and last but not least challenging oneself mentally by for 

example changing habits and learning new things”, they write by email to Haugesunds Avis.


